Nuclear Games is a journey around the world with stories from every continent about the nuclear horror. In a unique combination of animation and documentary, these stories show how the power of nuclear fission has led people over the past eight decades to take incalculable risks and put the health and lives of millions of people at stake.

Stronger, faster, further, deadlier – nuclear technology is taking the competition between nations and people’s quest for absolute power to a threatening absurdity.
The starting point for this documentary is the Olympic Games 2021 in Japan. Of all places, the province of Fukushima – where a disastrous nuclear accident has made large regions uninhabitable – is where the race with the Olympic torch started.

And is it not contradictory that athletes compete peacefully with each other in the spirit of the Olympic Games, while at the same time in bunkers around the world officers are ready to wipe out entire continents on a single command?

Nuclear Games will be available for virtual screenings and as a web documentary from the start of the Olympic Games in summer 2021.

Developed and produced by Docmine Zurich. Presented by Docmine and Youth Fusion.